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Customer reviews We do not include a warranty but we do offer a 2 year warranty on the
electronics. We do not include a warranty but we do offer a 2 year warranty on the electronics.
Overall Review by Raxyl Review Posted Aug. 28, 2011 Rating Good Company Information We do
not include a warranty but we do offer a 2 year warranty on the electronics. We do not include a
warranty but we do offer a 2 year warranty on the electronics. Overall 4.8 out of 5 (Based on 9
ratings) Quality 4.6 out of 5 (Based on 3 ratings) Value 4.5 out of 5 (Based on 3 ratings) Overall
4.6 out of 5 (Based on 3 ratings) Quality 5 out of 5 (Based on 1 ratings) Value 3.7 out of 5 (Based
on 2 ratings) Quality 5 out of 5 (Based on 1 ratings) Value 4.4 out of 5 (Based on 2 ratings)
Customer service 5 out of 5 (Based on 2 ratings) Quality 5 out of 5 (Based on 1 ratings) Value 4.8
out of 5 (Based on 2 ratings) Reviews The first item is a very clean and quick charger that puts
out over 650 mA. The second is an ice cooler that has a very quiet fan and uses extremely low
power. The third item is a high quality vehicle lighter that will have your cigarette ready to light
quickly. These products would be great for a man cave or even a man cave at your house. I really
like the ice cooler because I can set it up in my garage to keep all of my beer cold. The first item
is a very clean and quick charger that puts out over 650 mA. The second is an ice cooler that has
a very quiet fan and uses extremely low power. The third item is a high quality vehicle lighter that
will have your cigarette ready to light quickly. Great little charger but if you want to use a USB
port to charge an iPhone 7, it might not be much more current than using the car charger and
Apple will throttle the charging on that phone a lot. 6d1f23a050
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